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CASA 
Overview 
•  Documentation 

–  Inline help 
–  Offline  

•  CASA Homepage 
•  Users Reference Manual & Cookbook 
•  CASA guides 
•  Other material (Synthesis School, Data reduction workshops, python,etc.) 

•  User Support 
–  Helpdesk 
–  CASA mailing lists 
–  CASA forum 
–  Workshops and schools 
–  Face to face/visitor programs 



CASA 
Documentation  
•  Inline help 
The most up-to-date documentation is written by the developers for each 
task and tool. The inline help lays out the full functionality with a few 
examples. This should be the first stop for information on tasks and tools. 
 

Invoked by help ‘taskname’ 
                 help ‘tool.method’       
 
Overview of tasks/tools via taskhelp()   alphabetical 
                                         toolhelp() 
                                         tasklist()     by category 
All inline help files are also being mirrored on the CASA homepage for better 
readability and searchability 
 



CASA 
Help(‘taskname’) 
Help on clean task: 
 
Invert and deconvolve images with selected algorithm 
 
        Detailed Description:  
Form images from visibilities. Handles continuum and spectral line cubes. 
        Arguments : 
                vis:    Name of input visibility file 
                   Default Value:  
 
                imagename:      Pre-name of output images 
                   Default Value:  
 
                outlierfile:    Text file with image names, sizes, centers for outliers 
                   Default Value:  
 
                field:  Field Name or id 
                   Default Value:  
 
                spw:    Spectral windows e.g. '0~3', '' is all 
                   Default Value:  

•                  selectdata:     Other data selection parameters 



CASA 
toolhelp() 
-------> toolhelp() 
  
Available tools:  
 
 af : Agent flagger utilities 
 at : Juan Pardo ATM library 
 ca : Calibration analysis utilities 
 cb : Calibration utilities 
 cl : Component list utilities 
 cp : Cal solution plotting utilities 
 cs : Coordinate system utilities 
 cu : Class utilities 
 dc : Deconvolver utilities 
 fi : Fitting utilities 
 fn : Functional utilities 
 ia : Image analysis utilities 
 im : Imaging utilities 
…… 

•  Help on tool methods is currently  being updated   



CASA 
taskhelp() 
--------> taskhelp() 
Available tasks:  
 
accum         : Accumulate incremental calibration solutions into a calibration table 
applycal      : Apply calibrations solutions(s) to data 
asdmsummary   : Summarized description of an ASDM dataset. 
autoclean     : CLEAN an image with automatically-chosen clean regions. 
bandpass      : Calculates a bandpass calibration solution 
blcal         : Calculate a baseline-based calibration solution (gain or bandpass) 
boxit         : Box regions in image above given threshold value. 
browsetable   : Browse a table (MS, calibration table, image) 
calstat       : Displays statistical information on a calibration table 
caltabconvert : Convert old-style caltables into new-style caltables. 
 
clean         : Invert and deconvolve images with selected algorithm 
clearcal      : Re-initializes the calibration for a visibility data set 
clearplot     : Clear the matplotlib plotter and all layers 
clearstat     : Clear all autolock locks 
concat        : Concatenate several visibility data sets. 
…… 



CASA 
tasklist() 
--------> tasklist()!
Available tasks, organized by category (experimental tasks in parenthesis ()!
  deprecated tasks in curly brackets {}).!
!

!
Import/export       Information         Editing             Manipulation      !
------------------  ------------------  ------------------  ------------------!

exportasdm          imhead              fixplanets          concat            !
exportfits          imreframe           fixvis              conjugatevis      !
exportuvfits        imstat              flagcmd             cvel              !
importasdm          imval               flagdata            fixvis            !

importfits          listcal             flagmanager         hanningsmooth     !
importfitsidi       listfits            msview              imhead            !
importuvfits        listhistory         plotms              msmoments         !

importvla           listobs             plotxy              partition         !
(importevla)        listpartition                           plotms            !
(importgmrt)        listvis                                 plotxy            !
                    plotms                                  split             !

                    plotuv                                  testconcat        !
                    plotxy                                  uvcontsub         !
                    vishead                                 virtualconcat     !
                     
…… 



CASA 
The CASA homepage 
The CASA homepage (http://casa.nrao.edu) contains information on: 
•  The current and older releases, incl. download links, release notes, known 

issues, installation instructions 
•  Hardware requirements 
•  Links to CASA mailing lists, helpdesk etc. 
•  Help on CASA usage: 

–  “Getting Started” 
–  “Reference Manual & Cookbook” 
–   Task and Tool Reference (mirrored from online help) 
–  Background documentation on MS/SDM/caltable structure, LEL/TaQL, 

memos, region format, msselection, etc. and links to new task 
developments like flagger. They are written by the developers until 
they are incorporated and documented with the rest. 



CASA 
The CASA homepage 



CASA 
User Reference & Cookbook 
•  The resource to obtain guidance on tasks and (mostly telescope 

independent) data reduction strategies 
•  General introduction on task and tool interfaces as well as GUIs w/ screen 

shots 
•  Chapters on I/O, editing, calibration, vis manipulation, imaging, image 

analysis, SD processing, simulation 
•  Appendices include installation, conventions, formats, weights, writing 

own tasks, etc.  
•  Updated for each release 
•  720 pages for CASA 4.2.2 



CASA 
User Reference & Cookbook 



CASA CASA Guides 
CASAguides.nrao.edu is repository to share best telescope specific data 
reduction practices 
•  ALMA, VLA, simulation, etc. tutorials. The guides cover typical data 

reduction paths (cont, spec line, mosaicking, etc.). They are used 
extensively for workshops and user training. They are kept up to date 
with each release and new ones are added when new capabilities come 
online at the telescopes 

•  Repository for scripts distributed by ‘trusted sources’ 
•  Translation/dictionary between tasks of other packages (AIPS, Miriad) and 

CASA 
•  Hints, Tips & Tricks  
•  (older) video material on viewer usage 
•  Useful links to other resources, e.g. splatalogue, python, … 
CASA guides is a non-public wiki that is updated by CASA, NAASC, VLA and                          
ESO staff  



CASA 
CASA Guides 



CASA 
Other material 
•  Tutorials from the synthesis school, data reduction workshops, etc. 

organized by CASA partners NRAO, ESO, NAOJ, but sometimes also 
other institutes (e.g. ASIAA, MPIA, CASS, Cape Town, etc.)  

•  Material presented at such meetings is linked if available  

•  CASA is python based and massive python documentation exists, including 
online introductory material, references, tutorials, as well as printed 
books etc. There are even astronomy specific python tutorials available. 

•  Algorithms ideally are covered by refereed papers 



CASA 
User support 
•  User Support is very extensive and covers many levels: 

–  CASA to all: Inline help, Reference manual, Helpdesk knowledgebase, 
getting started, tips & tricks 

–  Mailing lists: casa-announce  casa-users 
–  Online data reduction guides 
–  Individual online help:  Helpdesks (NRAO + ALMA) 
–  User to User:  NRAO Science Forum 
–  Face to face: 

•  Data reduction workshops 
•  Synthesis/Single Dish Schools 
•  Webinar 
•  Visitor support; Contact Scientist 

–  Non-NRAO in Europe, Asia, Australia, South Africa, … 



CASA 
Mailing Lists 
•  We maintain two CASA mailing lists. They are intended to be one-way, 

i.e. we speak to the interested subscribers 

•  Casa-announce: announcements of new releases and patches 

•  Casa-users: very important bugs and fixes 

•  Discussions on any topic are supposed to go through the helpdesk or the 
Science Forum 



CASA Helpdesk 
•  We have two helpdesks to answer the questions of individual users: 
•  NRAO helpdesk  http://help.nrao.edu 
•  ALMA helpdesk   http://help.almascience.org 

–  Aim is to merge both into a single system in the next few months 
•  CASA is part of a larger structure to help with all questions related to 

observations and data reduction 
•  Data analysts, as well as scientists in Cville and Socorro are answering the tickets; 

ALMA tickets are answered by the ALMA ARCs 
•  For CASA we receive about 1 ticket per day. Rough break-down: 50% VLA, 15% 

ALMA (but note that every project has an assigned contact scientist), 15% 
installation/python, 20% other telescopes 

•  Knowledgebase in helpdesk suggests solutions to common problems 
•  Level can be easy to very hard. Tickets are on-hold when awaiting code changes. 
•  Although we do not officially support non-ALMA/VLA data, we try to address 

these tickets as they may reveal underlying code issues.  



CASA 
Helpdesk 



CASA 
Helpdesk 



CASA 
Science Forum 
•  NRAO Science forums have been created to allow user-to-user 

discussions to take place 
•  CASA is the most active part of the NRAO Science forums 
•  But still relatively little traffic (42 topic threads to date) 
•  Minimal interference from CASA/NRAO staff 
•  To contribute, logon through my.nrao.edu is required,  
•  No reading restrictions thus Google searchable, tagged  
•  Place for users to share their scripts with the community 



CASA 
Science Forum 



CASA 
Workshops 
•  NRAO, ESO, NAOJ as well as other institutes (e.g. ASIAA, MPIA, CASS, 

Cape Town, …) hold regular data reduction workshops, summer schools, 
etc. CASA is usually a fundamental part of the tutorials 

•  CASA partners also reach out to their communities by holding tutorials at 
universities that request help, or at places with many astronomers. This 
includes training/community days at various universities, as well as large 
conferences such as AAS meetings 

•  NRAO: ALMA training typically 3-4 times a year, VLA typically twice a 
year (~30 participants each). Every other year we organize a large 
synthesis school with ~150 participants that provide extensive training on 
the principles of interferometry plus 3 days of hands-on training. They 
alternate with single dish schools. Data reduction workshops are offered 
for users to work with their own data. 

•  Webinar provided mixed results 



CASA 
Workshops 



CASA 
Visitors 
•  Visitor support is offered at all NRAO sites as well as ESO, ESO arc-

nodes, NAOJ and other partners 

•  At NRAO there are typically around 5-15 visitors at any time, and the 
majority of them wishes to reduce data, primarily in CASA. Staff is 
assigned if requested. 

•  Many NRAO staff members are also advising students at all levels, REU, 
undergrads, graduate students and work closely with postdocs and senior 
collaborators on projects that use CASA 



CASA Summary 
•  We provide many levels of documentation, including developer based 

documentation, as well as documents written by scientific staff. 
•  CASA is integrated in virtually all telescope specific tutorials, and we offer 

additional introductory material 
•  CASA user support is provided on many levels, from announcements to 

individual helpdesk support, from data reduction workshops to a user 
discussion forum 

•  Our growing and active community is important to improve the usability, 
robustness, and training of CASA 

•  Q: Are we missing any important aspects of documentation? 
•  Q: Is there a better way to structure help?  
•  Q: How can we improve and streamline the access to information? 
•  Q: What are the preferred ways for community interaction? Shall we use 

more web2.0 options (Facebook, Twitter, etc)? 


